Fastest change, by the power of the word - The "magic" formulas,
in theory and practice ...

The practical application of the method presented here is very simple. Whether you apply the
formulas loudly, semi-verbally, or only in thought, that is left to your personal feeling. Think of
each formula as a battery or rechargeable battery, which must be charged first in order to
achieve its optimum effect. And with a small amount of time per day, already very much can
be achieved.
Decisive for the effects is the formula time. This can be somewhat different in each case and
depends on the ability to concentrate, or personal circumstances.
An approximate policy is 8-10 minutes for a formula (two-letter combination). Approximately 15
minutes for a triple formula (three letters) and 20-25 minutes for a four-way formula. (Four
letters)
The formula activator has been developed for an enormous reduction in these (necessary)
loading times. This crystal is available in various shapes and sizes.
However, everyone is able to convince themselves immediately and completely free of efficacy
and simplicity. The letters are intonated analogously to the German alphabet, as they are
pronounced. The letter Y corresponds to the Ü!
The letters which are relevant for the formula work are:

A = aaa
B = bee
C = Tsee
D = Dee
E = Eee
F = Eff
G=
H = Haa
I = Iiii
J = iodine
K = kaa
L = Ell
M = Emm
N = Enn
O = Ooo
P = Peee
R = Errrr
S = Esss
T = teee
U = Uuuu
W = weee
Y = Üüüuu
Z = Tsettt
Ä = Ääää
Ü (Y) = Üüüü
Ö = Öööö

Examples:
CY = Tseee Üüüü
DC = Dee Tsee
DS = Dee Ess
JHW = Iodine Ha Wee
O-O = Ooo Ooo
E-F = Eee Eff
S-A-L = Ess Aa Ell
C-K = Tsee Kaa
H-R-J = Haa Err Iodine
A-Ö = Aaa Ööö
Choose a combination of letters, this means, "Formula" that corresponds to your goal or intent.
Do you want more courage and self-confidence? In this case, CK is used ...
Breathe in and exhale when thinking or talking:
CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK
Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa
The 2 letters themselves are pronounced "WITHOUT interruption". After each Tsee-Kaa ca 1/2
to 1 second break
Choose a number of repetitions that will allow you to relax during an exhalation. Recommended
are 7 ...
Then, breathe in and repeat this cycle until the expiration of the specified TOTAL TIME that
should be reached per day and formula. In this case (2er formula) 8-10 minutes. Only 8-10
minutes per day, which can change your life fundamentally and positively Interruptions are
possible and the time already spent was not in vain.
For example, in the event in case you are bothered or when unexpected visit comes ...
Breathe in ...
Exhale and:
CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK
Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa
Breathe in ...
Exhale and:
CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK
Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa
Breathe in ...
Exhale and:
CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK, CK
Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa, Tsee-Kaa
etc.

Next formula:
DC-DC-DC-DC-DC-DC-DC
Dee-Tse-Dee-Tse-Dee-Tse-Dee-Tse-Dee-Tse-Dee-Tse-Dee-Tse
Conscious and concentrated exercise is best, but you can apply the formulas in any life
situation, be it on a walk, by bus, by car, by housework, by work, by falling asleep etc. etc. All
this contributes that the charge is reached faster. And of course, if the situation requires it.
Remark:
In an absolute emergency, any formula can be applied immediately and is effective even without
prior charging.

Basic formula overview
The important Power-Formula DC (Dee Tseee) frees our thoughts and emotions, like a mental
cleaner, very quickly from loads. In combination and prior application with DS (Dee Ess), the
effectiveness increases by a multiple. Initial cleaning reactions (MENTAL, EMOTIONAL,
PHYSICAL), which can occur in this way, are a positive sign and stop when repeated daily!
J-H-W (Jod Ha Weee) strengthens our energy field so enormously that negative intentions,
thoughts and feelings of others can no longer reach us or send back the cause in a kind of
mirroring effect! This gives the perpetrator the opportunity to rethink or correct his actions.
Around us an invisible, infallible and neutral protective field is built, in which we can freely move
and unfold.
With the help of EF (Eeee Eff) every excitement and nervousness can be transformed into inner
peace and harmony. Optimal also in all disputes.
The formula CK (Tsee Kaaa) makes courage, strength and confidence arise and thus frees the
mind from all fears and worries.
EK (Eee Kaaa) is a UNIVERSAL formula for the desire fulfillment. Self-confidence and absolute
security are built up. Things that we imagine become reality.
The All-Love formula SAL (Essa Aaaa Ellll) is blessed for all situations, leading to
understanding, loving communication in small and large.
OO (Oooo Oooo) removes old, disturbing thoughts and belief patterns and is called the truth or
karma dissolution formula. By deleting old limitations, lies, karmic entanglements and
programming, we create the basis for everything we want to achieve. Be this in partnership, or
in the financial, professional field. Of course also with regard to health and all personal
circumstances.
These few formulas that are applied every day are completely sufficient for a BASIC change
and will change your whole life to an extent that you have never thought possible or
experienced. With the formula they open up

The formula work opens up completely new horizons and possibilities ...

Additional tips and hints:

1. Imagine in practice that the energy of the formula permeates and surrounds the body, similar
to a smoke, a scent, or a mist cloud, or warm rays. This way you can also eat or drink with a
formula impregnate, eat or drink with having a formula impregnated therein, or within your
personal habitat. This will also be noticeable to others. You will definitely know how it is when
you enter a particular room or place and feel comfortable there. The opposite is the case in
rooms with disharmonic vibrations.

2. Avoid any effort when applying the formulas …

3. Regular application ensures success and is more important than too many formulas or
too long formula times

using

4. Avoid overloading that can occur during an exercise that is too long and can manifest as
discomfort, nervousness, and pressure. In this case, please reduce the formula time. You can
also take a walk. By moving you will derive the excess energy. Even if you hold your hands
under cold running water, it can help. If the times are taken into account, overloading is not
possible.

5. Pure egoistic behavior is always harmful, especially when it comes to mental powers and
energies. This is self-evident. The formulas can not and should not be used to harm our fellow
human beings or other beings.

6. You do not have to believe in the effect. All doubts vanish, and an unshakeable confidence
arises as soon as you have achieved your first infallible results. This will happen very quickly.
Do not talk to others until you have achieved this absolute certainty.

7. It does not matter which nationality you belong to or which belief you have, no matter which
language you speak, etc. The language of the formula method is based on universal and
fundamental laws which have the same validity for all humans and beings. Truth creates no
separation, but it connects us. This creates the basis for communication, understanding,
harmony, peace and genuine love. On a small scale, but also on a large scale! Thousands of
enthusiastic users from all over the world confirm this …

In the following you will find a formula overview, for the most diverse areas of life and
situations ...

Energetic cleaning
DS cleans and protects the mental body. If you apply it to emotions, these are freed.
DC is the most important basic cleansing formula and should be practiced every day!

Formulas to strengthen health
With the two formulas DS + DC, for the cleaning of our thoughts and feelings, a very soothing,
cleansing and comprehensive health effect is already present ...
CH, EL and LLLL bring body, spirit and soul absolutely in harmony. They can therefore be
referred to as "basic formulas" for health. In order to achieve a faster and noticeable effect, it is
advisable to pull these two formulas into the body. It is also possible to impregnate drinking
water and food. Keep your hands over the food you want to recharge. Imagine how the effect is
sent from your hands to the foods to invigorate them ... (like warm rays, a mist, for example)
The formula BL in combination with EC, has a quabbalistic anti-aging effect and gives your
body a youthful appearance over the vibrational level.
AB helps quickly in mood swings, in anxieties, etc. and also has a positive effect on the
respiratory organs. (Lungs, bronchial tubes)
AR has a similar effect. It gives clarity and the feeling of inner freedom. This creates the basis
for optimism and positive feelings.
AF is a quabbalistic "energy drink". It eliminates very quickly and very effectively any fatigue.
This formula should not be used (for this reason), before sleeping!
EF- balances all problems associated with the nervous system.
DM supports all organs that are connected to the water element, such as the bladder, kidney,
intestine ... For an optimal effect, it should be concentrated in the desired areas of the body! The
formula EG (used in this way) has a positive effect on our blood and blood system.
EW is a blessed helper for problems associated with too much fire. (Fever, inflammation, pain)
This formula therefore belongs to quabbalistic homeopathy and is also applicable directly to the
body.
EH and BH have a balanced effect on the eyes and can be very helpful in case of problems.
Please use this formula directly on the eyes
ECH and ECHR for the ears. These two formulas can effectively improve hearing.
CZ + CZZZ are physically applied, create for us endurance, vitality and an amazing
performance. For serious and acute illnesses and problems, we should always consult a
physician or curative practitioner! ! !

Formulas for concentration and presence awareness
EC causes calm and concentration. It quickly removes any excitement.
EE brings our consciousness very quickly to the present. Also eliminates disturbances of
consciousness, which can occur eg after consumption of alcohol. But it does not help against
the alcohol level in the blood! Driving of motor vehicles etc. should be avoided in this case!

Harmony and peace
EF, EFC, BG, BGF for absolute peace, harmony and balance.
EFG can be considered as a world peace formula, with a collective effect
JFM causes a quick opening of the heart chakra, for more well-being, compassion and
heartfeltness ...
CZZZ this Formula transforms every feeling of melancholy into ease and joy. (If you imagine a
lemon yellow light in the formulas, this improves the effect)

Protection
YHWH and YHW for absolute inviolability, negative intentions no longer reach us.
CTLH causes astral invisibility.
EÖDE cosmic light protection formula! If you work with this formula, imagine a bright light that
surrounds you and wraps around ... Secures great success with regular application.

Spiritual development and inner guidance
CY brings into direct contact with our higher self or the inner "scout". Ideal for discovering your
real vocation. It leads and supports us in all life situations!
EP, PP, PPLP brings humility and a deep religious (mystical) feeling.
CK, CKK and AR for courage and self confidence. When used regularly, they give a sense of
absolute self-assurance. Fear and doubt are eliminated ...
O, OO, OOO, OOOO, to eradicate limited programs and patterns (karma)

Intuition, knowledge, genius
EH gives you intuitive answers to all important questions. Please concentrate on the
QUESTION before or during the application of the formula. Look into your everyday life; Note
the signs and hints
DZ, EZ stand for geniality. Also for the awakening and support of your talents in the artistic field.

Justice
JZH and EO cause justice and truth in all areas where this is required.

Money, success, profession
GGG, GGGGRK, KKK, KKKK brings success in companies, also financially. When these
formulas are used, please focus the result as already achieved. Do not focus on the problem !!!

Wishful completion
EK, KKK, KKKK, KKEÄ can be used universally for the fulfillment of all legitimate wishes.
Nothing is impossible Nothing is unattainable when it is right for us.

All-love formulas
SAL, SALH, SALHRHJ

In the beginning was the word...
A transfer of this text to your friends is expressly desired!
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